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For generations maidens of Adena’s people have been taken as brides by the powerful men of the Tlani clan,
in tribute for their continued protection, and when she comes of age Adena is given to the mighty warrior
Lor Quinn. Stripped bare and displayed before the assembly, her suitability as a mate is tested and confirmed
for all to see before she is claimed publicly by her new husband to consummate their union.

Lor’s dominant lovemaking excites Adena far more than she ever would have thought possible, but it is only
when she is led to Lor’s training chamber after the ceremony that she begins to fully realize what it means to
belong to him completely. He will explore her body thoroughly, punishing and pleasuring her as he wishes
until she is left blushing crimson with shame yet still aching with need and longing for him to take her in any
way he pleases.

Adena soon discovers that Lor’s plans for her extend beyond their bedchamber, and as part of her training
she is brought to a doctor for an intimate, humiliating examination as often as her husband feels it necessary.
Any defiance merely earns her a hard, bare-bottom spanking, yet though his firm-handed dominance often
leaves her with flaming cheeks and a sore bottom, as Lor’s mastery of her body deepens Adena’s passion for
him burns hotter every day. But can she truly learn to embrace life as a warrior’s mate?

Publisher’s Note: The Warrior’s Mate is an erotic romance novel that contains spankings, sexual scenes
including a threesome, medical play, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please
don’t buy this book. Also note that an earlier version of this book was previously released by the author
under the title Training Adena.
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From reader reviews:

Paul McKinney:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great and also important the book The Warrior's Mate. All
type of book are you able to see on many resources. You can look for the internet methods or other social
media.

Francine Nott:

Precisely why? Because this The Warrior's Mate is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting
for you to snap it but latter it will shock you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such incredible way makes the content within easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this
anymore or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of advantages than the other book
include such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking method. So , still want to hold up having
that book? If I were being you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Frank Botelho:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book particularly book
entitled The Warrior's Mate your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect
that maybe unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a book then
become one form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get prior to. The The Warrior's Mate
giving you a different experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful details for
your better life in this particular era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern the following is your body
and mind will probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning an activity. Do you want
to try this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Michael Madden:

You may spend your free time you just read this book this e-book. This The Warrior's Mate is simple to
bring you can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not include much
space to bring often the printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it.
You can save the particular book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when
you buy this book.
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